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Abstract:
V.O. Chidambaranar Port Trust, which is the second largest
port in Tamil Nadu and one of the major ports in India,
owns more than 5000 acres of land and waterfront areas
encompassing various facilities and assets like berths,
jetties, container terminals, warehouses, etc. With the
ambitious growth plan of almost doubling their traffic over
the next few years, the Port initiated an end-to-end
integrated Port Information system (e-SAIL) to improve the
core business processes, monitor and enhance service
delivery to its customers, and increase its operational
efficiency.
Integrated
Geo-spatial
based
estate
management system was one such strategic business
process aimed at creating a complete Spatial Data
Infrastructure platform and providing role-based access
through GIS applications to various stakeholders such as
Estate, Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Traffic and Marine
department users as well as to registered port users &
general public. The Port contracted this work to L&T
Infotech which developed an integrated Port Information
system that integrates GIS, ERP and Port operating system.
This paper describes the various spatial management
needs of the Port that were addressed through Geo-spatial
based estate management system and the business
benefits that accrued due to the tightly integrated GIS-ERP
spatial management solution. It details how this integrated
system helps the port in visualizing their assets, analyze
their land use pattern, visualize the current and future land
vacancy and availability patterns, view spatial
representation of lands owned by different owners and the
payment dues, land demand patterns, etc. The solution
architecture involved implementing an ‘Unified Platform’
that integrates both business and spatial data at real time
to remove duplication, ensure consistency and provide
single source of truth for all stakeholders at any point of
time. It provides details on how ESRI’s ArcGIS product
which provides rich support for seamless integration with
packaged applications like SAP as well as with custom
applications like Port Operating System was implemented
for meeting the Port’s needs and improving their decision
making effectiveness.
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V. O. Chidambaranar Port
Trust

VOC Port Trust – A Major South Indian Gateway to Maritime Trade
V. O. Chidambaranar Port is one of the major Indian ports driving the economy of Southern Tamilnadu and continues to be a
shining star contributing significantly to India's Economic growth. It is a second largest port in Tamil Nadu next to Chennai with
round the clock operations all through the year. Located in Gulf of Mannar, V. O. Chidambaranar Port (hereinafter referred to as
VOC Port), formerly called as Tuticorin Port, handled its highest ever volume of 25.73 million tonnes in the year 2010-11 and
registered 8.16 percent growth compared to previous financial year even during the time of economic downturn primarily
because of its operational efficiency, vision and market orientation.
VOC Port has two zones- Zone A (Old port) and Zone B (New port) and owns land, facilities and assets spread across these two
Zones covering 5000+ acres including 2.5 miles of waterfront area. This port has 13 berths with a capacity of 33.34 million tonnes
of cargo handling and is now undertaking various key initiatives and projects to almost double its capacity to 61.78 million tonnes.
As part of this ambitious program, VOC Port had initiated a comprehensive project to improve its business processes and IT
solutions and implement an integrated system that seamlessly ensures workflow across all port activities. The main objective of
this project, which was codenamed eSAIL, is to improve the core business processes, monitor and increase the operational
efficiency, and enhance service delivery to its internal and external customers.

Figure # 1
A glimpse of VOC Port operations
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L&T Infotech as Solution Partner
To achieve its objective, VOC Port chose L&T Infotech as its Information Technology Transformational partner because of its rich
domain experience in Ports & Shipbuilding, its business-aligned solution architecture that cuts across silos and integrates all Port
processes right from front-end Port operations to back end Financial transactions, its proven track record in successfully
implementing such turnkey SI projects on schedule, its well-established and proven set of templates and implementation best
practices and the track record in achieving all these in most cost effective manner.
L&T Infotech’s integrated Port offering combines the power of SAP ERP system, Port Operations System and ESRI GIS software to
bring together a seamless solution that maps the Port business processes & scenarios to IT solutions. Integrated Geo-spatial based
Estate Management System (iGEMS) was one such strategic business process aimed at creating a complete Spatial Data
Infrastructure platform and providing role-based access through GIS applications to various stakeholders such as Estate, Civil,
Electrical, Mechanical, Traffic and Marine department users as well as to registered port users & general public.

Business drivers for Integrated Geo-spatial based Estate Management System (iGEMS)
L&T Infotech, during its requirements gathering and analysis phase, realized that identification of Key stakeholders and the
associated business drivers were the critical success factors for successful implementation of iGEMS. Port estate, which is spread
across 5000+ acres of land and water area, encompasses land parcels, facilities (like storage space, buildings, berth, jetties,
warehouses, etc.) and assets (like equipments, electric network, water network, etc). Port leases its land, buildings, equipments
and other structures to external parties and earns significant revenue through rentals. Visualizing the graphical representation of
entire Port land and water area, monitoring the land use pattern and availability of vacant land, and managing all available lands
effectively to enhance revenue from these lands were some of the big challenges for the Port and hence this was identified as the
key business objective for iGEMS by Port management.
Major Challenges:
 Improve rental collection: Some lessees pay their rent
regularly for high-demand parcels within green gate
but habitually do not pay for lesser-demand parcels
outside green gate lands. Analyze such patterns and
Customer payment overdue for all rental objects to
improve rental collection from lessees.
 Increase rental revenue: Analyze and Fix Rental values
for parcels based on the demand for parcels in that
region / area by geographically visualizing region
based rental values and demands.
 Avoid revenue leakage: Visualize lease-about-toexpire lands and vacant lands and proactively plan for
contract renewal
 Identify encroachment area, land areas with legal
issues and correlation between Port land &
government survey maps
Figure # 2
Business drivers for iGEMS Solution

 Improve turn-around time of processing lease
requests

ESRI-technology based iGEMS Solution
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To address the above business drivers required by VOC port as well as to overcome the challenges in the existing system and help
stakeholders to capture, mange, analyze, and display all forms of geographically referenced information, L&T Infotech conceived,
designed, developed and implemented the iGEMS solution that was built over ESRI’s ArcGIS technology and SAP RE-FX to realize
an Integrated Estate Management solution.
L&T Infotech chose ESRI’s ArcGIS technology to address
the following needs of VOC Port.
 Technology support for Integration with SAP system
and Java based third party applications: GIS application
had to be tightly integrated and embedded within SAP
RE-FX module to support seamless business process
workflow. ESRI supports development in Microsoft and
FLEX technology which can be embedded within SAP to
enable tight integration.
 Support for Web based spatial editing: ESRI ArcGIS
supports spatial editing in web based GIS applications,
which is one of the futuristic requirements of the port.
Figure # 3
Salient features for selecting ArcGIS software’s for iGEMS Solution

 Quick development time: ESRI ArcGIS provides out of
the box templates and code libraries that help in faster
development time and lesser integration efforts.
 Enterprise architecture & database support for storing
spatial data

iGEMS Development Methodology
Considering that varied business needs of different types of stakeholders belonging to many Port departments had to be
addressed, it was imperative to establish and follow a well-defined methodology that covers all phases from requirements
conceptualization till go-live as depicted in the Figure 4 given below.

Figure#4
Methodology adopted for
implementing iGEMS
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Phase I: Conceptualize Requirements
As addressing all the stakeholder requirements was critical
to project success, this important phase involved
stakeholder identification followed by their need
identification and then the requirements gathering and
analysis.
 Stakeholder identification: Stakeholders were identified at
different user levels (from Executives to Officers to
external Port users) across different departments of the
VOC Port as shown in Figure 5
 Need identification: The existing applications, its
functionalities and its limitations were studied and used for
arriving at iGEMS requirements. New spatial data
requirements and new GIS application requirements were
collected by conducting multiple interviews and workshops
with stakeholders of VOC Port.
Figure #5
Stakeholders of Integrated Geo-spatial Solution for Port

 Requirements gathering: Various estate management
business processes and asset monitoring functionalities
were gathered from the stakeholders. Requirements
specification was prepared, shared and signed-off from
stakeholders.

Phase II: Create Spatial Data Infrastructure
Using the methodology shown in the figure below, a well-defined and complete spatial database for the entire VOC Port was
created. Creation of such comprehensive spatial data infrastructure for the Port required creation of multiple layers and sublayers to meet the needs of Estate / Civil/ Marine/ Traffic/ Mechanical / Electrical departments and enabling the visualization of
these layers to the user depending on the applications they use. This shared and unified spatial data infrastructure facilitates and
provides single source of truth of any geo-spatial asset to VOC Port users. As this is published on the web, it enables visualization
of entire port facilities on real time basis. This digital spatial infrastructure repository solution overcomes the challenge of
maintaining hard copy maps, avoids duplication, overcomes consistency issues faced during attribute updates of paper maps, etc.
 All existing paper maps were converted into
digital format.
 Feature datasets were created department wise
 Features were created using high spatial
resolution satellite image and GPS field survey.
 Integration of all spatial assets stored in this
spatial database with its corresponding business
objects / assets stored in SAP
 Support for editing the spatial assets and its
features
Figure #6
Flow chart depicting methodology adopted to create spatial database and
prepare map for entire port area
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Phase III: Design, Develop & Integrate Application
A web-based Integrated Geo-Spatial Estate Management system was designed and developed using Microsoft technology to meet
the stakeholder requirements.

Salient Features of iGEMS:
 GIS-based system tightly integrated with SAP & POS to provide single seamless “Integrated Geo-Spatial Solution” for supporting:
 Processes related to lease management covering allotment/occupation/vacation/renewal, Demand & collection of rentals,
Recovery of charges, etc.
 Processes related to allotment of quarters for employees, allotment of Land Shops and Building on rent/ leases, etc.
 Shared Spatial data infrastructure & Rich graphical representation and visualization of VOC Port’s land and water area
 Dynamic and Online Monitoring of all spatial assets with provision to switch on/off multiple layers
 Ease of management of vast estate of land, buildings and other structures leased out to external parties efficiently

Based on the Core business functionalities of VOC Port,
three different applications were conceived to address
the needs of different user groups as shown in Figure 7.

Figure#7
iGEMS Applications - Integrated Solution

 GIS based Estate management: This application
addresses the needs of Estate department users, VOC
Port Customer / Lessee needs and Employee Quarters
allocation needs. This application fully integrates with
SAP RE-FX for business workflows.
 GIS Based Asset information: This application
addresses the needs of Mechanical, Electrical, Civil
and Marine users. It integrates with SAP Portal.
 GIS Based traffic Lease Land Management: This
application addresses the need of Traffic department
and integrates with Port Operating System.

Figure #8
GIS based estate management system

Figure #9
GIS based asset information system

Figure #10
GIS based traffic lease land management

Phase IV: Deploy and Go-Live
The production environment is setup that includes the central spatial database, ArcGIS software, and iGEMS applications. After
deployment in production setup, the system is made available to the users.
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Business Benefits of iGEMS Solution
There are various benefits that accrue to VOC Port
through an integrated Geo-spatial Estate
Management System such as Traceability and
Visualization of their assets, Analysis of their land
use pattern for optimal usage, Visualize the
current and future land vacancy and availability
patterns and make optimal rental value decisions,
View spatial representation of lands owned by
different owners and the payment dues to
prevent revenue leakage, analyze land demand
patterns for maximizing rental earnings, etc.

Following are the major benefits of iGEMS:







Comprehensive Spatial data management for entire Port
Improve Operational efficiency through Unified, workflow based system for land parcel management
Spatial asset monitoring through display of Port area & assets belonging to Estate, Civil, Electrical, Traffic, Marine
departments
Transparency through uniform information delivery to all lessees and general public
Faster Analysis and Decision making through integration to SAP & POS
Geo-spatial Decision Support system for land-use patterns, land availability & demand patterns, rental revenue patterns,
etc.

Conclusion:
iGEMS helps VOC port by providing a shared spatial data infrastructure of the entire Port which forms the basis for monitoring and
management of all its spatial assets optimally by its Estate/Civil/Mechanical/Electrical/Traffic/marine departments. The solution
implements an 'Unified Platform' that integrates both business and spatial data at real time to remove duplication, ensure
consistency and provide single source of truth for all stakeholders at any point of time. ESRI's ArcGIS was used as GIS package as it
provides rich support for seamless integration with packaged applications like SAP as well as with custom applications like Port
Operating System. Through the committed efforts and hard work of all its stakeholders, VOC Port Trust has achieved a great deal
of success in implementing iGEMS and is poised for reaping the benefits which will significantly contribute towards achieving its
business goals in the years to come.
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